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HISTORICAL NOTES

ANCIENT METHODS OF PRESERVING COPPER PLATE GRANTS*

The present paper highlights the important methods of preservation

followed by the people of Orissa for the copper plate grants. An attempt

has also been made to offer possible explanations for the interment of

more than one set of plates belonging to different ages and different rulers

issued to different donees.

It is well-known that the copper plate grants issued by the ruling

authorities to the bra–hman.as and other beneficiaries carried the stamp of

authenticity and legitimized the claim of the donees over the gift land or

village(s). These charters were, therefore, kept in private possession of the

beneficiaries. Since most of them were granted in perpetuity and enjoyed by

the beneficiaries hereditarily, they preserved the documents with utmost care

and normally did not part with them. Sometimes royal charters written on

palm leaves and copper plates were lost or destroyed by fire or other natural

calamities thereby rendering the revenue-free holdings as ordinary rent-paying

lands. In such cases the donees or their descendants appealed to the kings to

issue fresh charters to perpetuate their claim over the gift land. The king after

ascertaining by official investigation that the gift land was in continuous

enjoyment of the donee, confirmed the grant by means of a copper plate

charter.1  The circumstances of the discovery of the copper plate grants furnish

many interesting information regarding the method of preservation of the

documents practised by the people in ancient and medieval times. In the

present paper an attempt has been made to examine the various methods

followed by the people of Orissa to preserve the copper plate grants.

A majority of the inscribed copper plates have been discovered either

by the cultivators while ploughing up the fields or by the workers in the

course of digging the earth for the foundation of a house or a temple or a

well. Sometimes the copper plates were unearthed while re-excavating or
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renovating some old wells, tanks, temples or mounds. It is further noticed

that some of the plates were kept in the custody of temples or mat.has or in

private possession of the local chieftains, zamindars or others. At the present

state of our knowledge it is difficult to know how these charters came to the

hands of the temple authorities or private individuals. But there is every

reason to believe that they were at first unearthed by some cultivators or

workers and then they were deposited with the temples2 , mat.has3  or some

influential persons of the locality of the find-spots.4  So far as the plates

recovered from the temples and mat.has are concerned, it may be said that

probably from the very beginning they were kept in the custody of those

establishments. The two plates secured from the mat.ha or monastery in the

village Kanasa near Delanga in the Puri district gives credence to this. Both

the plates were in the possession of the Maha–nta Maha– ra– ja of the Kanasa

mat.ha. From the internal evidences it is learnt that in both the charters land

grants were made in favour of the deity Man.ina–gabhat.t.a
– raka and the

bra–hman.as of the Maitra–yani
–
ya school of the mat.ha, obviously attached to

the temple of Man. ina–gesƒvara.5  It appears that the plates were kept in the

safe custody of the temple management until they were finally secured from

the pontiff of the Kanasa mat.ha. The Cuttack Museum plates of

Ma–dhavavarnam were for a long time in possession of the Mahanta of

Kendupatana mat.ha in the Cuttack district.6  It is not known how and under

what circumstances the plates came into the hands of the Maha–nta. The

history of the discovery of the Tekkali plate of Ma–dhyamara–ja furnishes

interesting information.7  “Sometimes before 1917 when a dilapidated temple

at Tekkali was under repair, it was found that inside the ‘Ala-sƒri
–
’ or ‘sƒikhara’

of the temple there was the present copper-plate inscription.”8  The plate

containing the details about the donee is missing. It is difficult to explain

under what circumstances the plate was kept in the sƒikhara of the temple.

But the possibility that the grant was made in favour of the temple and when

the worship in the temple was discontinued for some reason or other, the

plate was secretly kept in the sƒikhara, cannot be ruled out.

The two sets of the Eastern Gan
.
ga copper plate grants were found in

course of excavation near the temple of Dharmalin
.
gesƒvara in the village of

Sudava.9  The first set was issued by Devendravarman in the Gan
.
ga year 184

(682 AD) and the second set by his son Anantavarman in the Gan
.
ga year 204

(702 AD). The donee in the former was one Pattan
.
ga Sƒiva–ca– rya, who was a
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royal preceptor, while the donee in the latter was Vis.n.usoma–ca– rya. From the

purport of the first set it is learnt that Pattan
.
ga Sƒivaca–rya after receiving the

land grant from the king re-granted the same. Half of the village was given

to Yogesƒvara Bhat.t.a
–raka and the remaining half to his own students (sƒis.ya)

and students’ students (prasƒis.ya). It seems that Yogesƒvara Bhat.t.a
–raka was the

deity worshipped in the Dharmalin
.
gesƒvara temple at Sudava, and Pattan

.
ga

Sƒiva–ca– rya and Vis.n.usoma–ca– rya were closely associated with the temple. The

copper plate grants given to these learned scholars were probably with the

temple for a long time and later on they were concealed underground in the

premises of the temple.

One method of preserving the copper plates was putting the plates in

an earthen pot and filling the pot with sand or grain husks. This was the

usual practice in ancient Kalin
.
ga roughly comprising of the undivided Ganjam

district of Orissa and the northern districts of Andhra Pradesh. The territorial

unit was ruled by the Ma– t.haras in the 4-6th centuries and later on by the

Eastern Gangas. A few copper plate grants of Sƒvetaka Gan
.
gas, the

Sƒailodbhavas and later Bhanjas discovered from various parts of the Ganjam

district were also preserved similarly in the earthen vessels. Some of the

charters of the Somavam. sƒis unearthed from the Bolangir and Cuttack districts

were also found from earthen jars. The kings of these ruling houses issued

triphali
–
-ta–mra-sƒa–sanas or three copper plates joined together with a circular

ring and the royal seal affixed to them. While putting the plates into the

earthen pot, the plates were at first suspended by the ring on a wooden stick

or an iron rod/bar, and then they were rested on the edges of the pot.

Sometimes holes on both sides of the earthen ware were made deliberately

to insert the stick or rod. The sand or grain husk filling was done afterwards.

The mouth of the earthen pot so prepared was covered with a lid or another

pot and was then kept underground preferably at a depth of two or three feet

below the surface level. The pots were normally kept underground in the

cultivable lands or in the backyard of the houses. Most of the plates thus

kept in the earthen vessels were found in a good state of preservation.10

However, the Purle plates of Indravarman were discovered “in a pot exposed

to view in a crumbling wall on the bank of the river opposite where Purle

lies.”11

From the available information it is learnt that mostly single sets of

copper plate grants were preserved in the earthen vessels. Sometimes several
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sets were also preserved together in the vessels.12  A resident of Kalibhana

near Bolangir, while excavating a canal, discovered an earthen jar which

contained two sets of copper plate grants issued by the Somavam. sƒi ruler

Janamejaya I in his 6th and 34th regnal year respectively.13  The Jurada plates

of Net.t.abhan‚jadeva14  and the Phulasara plates of Ki
–
rttira–jadeva15  were found

in an earthen pot. Similarly the earthen pot secured from Korni contained

two sets of copper plate grants of Anantavarman Chod.agan
.
gadeva.16  At least

four sets of plates have been recovered from an urn in the village of

Andhavaram in the Narasapeta ta–luk of the sƒri
–

kakulam district of Andhra

Pradesh.17  Of the four sets, the earliest one was belonging to

Anantasƒaktivarman of Ma–t.hara dynasty (c. 5th century AD)18  while the latest

one was belonging to the Eastern Gan
.
ga king Vajrahastadeva (c. 9-10th century

AD).19  Excepting the plates of Vajrahastadeva, which registered a land grant

to one Mad.apabhi
–

ma of Vemma–  kula (warrior class), the rest of the plates

are collective land grants made over to the bra–hman.as or brahmaca–ris of

various gotras and caran. as. However, the four sets were collected and

preserved in a pot sometime after the date of Vajrahastadeva.

Six sets of inscribed plates of the Ma–t.haras and the Eastern Gan
.
gas

were discovered from Chicacole while digging the foundation of a wall.

They were suspended by their rings on an iron bar across the mouth of a

large pot.20  The plates of Nandaprabhan‚janavarman (c. 5th century AD)21  are

the earliest and that of Satyavarman of Gan
.
ga year 351 (849 AD)22  are the

latest in the series. The six sets were probably put together in the pot and

concealed underground sometime after the date of the above charter of

Satyavarman.

In 1935 six sets of copper plate inscriptions were secured by S.N.

Ra–jaguru from the village Palajhadi in the ex-Zamindari of Badakhemundi

in the Ganjam district. According to Ra–jaguru, “I was told that a few years

before 1935, while digging the earth near Palajhadi village one cultivator

found a big pot containing ten sets of copper plate inscriptions. Four sets

were destroyed before I recovered the remaining six sets which belonged to

the early Gan
.
ga kings of Kalin

.
ga.”23  If the above version of Ra–jaguru is to

be believed then this is the largest cache of inscribed plates found in an

earthen jar in Orissa. All the [plates belonged to the Gan
.
gas of Sƒvetaka who

ruled over a small territorial unit in the Ganjam district of Orissa in the 7th-
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10th centuries. One of the interesting aspects of these plates is that mostly the

bra–hman.a beneficiaries belonged to Vatsa gotra and Va–jasaneya or Cha–ndoga

caran.a.

At this stage of our knowledge it is difficult to know precisely the

circumstances leading to the interment of the charters belonging to different

rulers of different ages. With regard to the Andhavaram hoard, D.C. Sircar

gives a possible explanation. According to him, “The grants were issued by

different rulers of different ages to different donees and may have been

interred in the ground when the owners left the village at one time on an

occasion like pilgrimage.”24  On a close examination of the internal evidences

furnished by the four Andhavaram plates, it is learnt that except the plates

of Vajrahastadeva, which is a service grant, the other three were collective

land grants issued to a number of bra–hman.as. A
–
ndoreppa, the gift village of

the Andhavaram plates of Anantasƒaktivarman, is referred to as A
–
ndoraka-

agraha–ra in the plates of Indravarman25  and A
–
nandapura in the plates of

Anantavarman.26  Andhavaram, the find-spot of the plates, is, therefore, a

derivative of its ancient name Andoreppa through its intermediate toponyms

like A
–
ndoraka-agraha–ra and A

–
nandapura. It is further observed that the gift

villages in other plates were in close neighbourhood of Andhavaram and that

the donees who were earlier residents of Andhavaram received land grants

in other neighbouring villages. Since the bra–hman.a residents of these villages

lived there for many generations and had definitely close relationships, they

might have interred the charters before undertaking pilgrimage to a distant

place. But the interment of charters together with a service grant is

inexplicable. However, the possibility that the bra–hman.as before leaving for

pilgrimage might have handed over the charters to Madapabhima, the donee

of the plates of Vajrahastadeva, for safe custody, and when they did not

return due to some reason or other, the latter buried the plates along with his

own, cannot be ruled out. Madapabhi
–
ma was entrusted with the task because

he was a noble man and is mentioned in the grant as a deva-dvija-guru-

pu–jakah. .
27

As in the case of the Andhavaram cache, so also in the case of the

Chicacole hoard of plates, most of the donees had received the land grants

collectively almost in the same locality. The donated villages were not far off

from one another. Ta–maracheru, the gift village in Vara–havarttani visƒaya was
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granted twice to a number of bra–hman. as of Va–jasaneya sƒa–kha– or caran.a. In

the Gan
.
ga year 128 (626 AD), it was granted to eight bra–hman.as28  and later

on in the Gan
.
ga year 251/351 (?) (749/849 AD), the same village was granted

to as many as 300 bra–hman.as.29  The Chicacole plates of Devendravarman of

Gan
.
ga year 183 (681 AD) refer to the land grant to six brahmaca–ris who

were all brothers and residents of Kalin
.
ganagara.30  Collective land grants

were always prone to internal feuds or squabbles. The beneficiaries or their

descendants might have engaged in prolonged quarrels among themselves

over the possession of the original charter. In all such cases, one possible

solution was to deposit the charter in the safe custody of the superintendent

of the local temple. The grant of Satyavarman which was the latest in the

series found from Chicacole, record the donation of a village to a deity.31

This lends support to our presumption that the charters so deposited with the

temple were later on preserved safely by the temple authorities.

The Palajhadi hoard of the Sƒvetaka Gan
.
ga charters prompt us to

marshal yet another reason for the preservation of several sets in an earthen

pot. Unlike the Andhavaram and Chicacole hoards, the Sƒvetaka Gan
.
ga grants

were made over to the individual bra–hman.as. One of the grants registers a

land grant to one Bhat.t.a Nannat.asƒarma–.32  He was also the recipient of another

land grant issued by Jayavarman.33  From the Gan.esƒa gumpha– inscription34

and the Dhauli cave inscription of Bhauma era 93 (829 AD)35 , it is understood

that he and his son Bhimata were noted physicians and lived in Vira–ja (i.e.

modern Jajpur). We have elsewhere established the identity of Nannat.asƒarma–

of the Sƒvetaka Gan
.
ga records with Nannat.a of the above two Bhauma

inscriptions and also concluded that Nannat.asƒarma– migrated from Svalpavelura

in Sƒvetaka to Viraja– in Toshali kingdom.36  This is a case of internal migration

of bra–hman.as. The other bra–hman.a donees might have similarly migrated to

other places in search of better livelihood and patronage, and in all such

cases, the original plates were collected and carefully concealed underground.

Another method of preserving the copper plate grants is preparing a

square or rectangular stone box or casket and keeping the plates inside it.

Chronologically, the Chaurasi plate of Sƒivakaradeva (8-9th century AD) is the

earliest inscription preserved in this manner.37  Of course the box containing

the inscription is not made of stone; it is a cemented brick cabinet.38  The

inscription is written on both sides of a single plate measuring 8′′ × 8 ½′′.
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A few inscriptions of the Sonepur-Athamallik-Angul region were also

preserved similarly. The Sonepur plates of Somavam. sƒi Janamejaya I (late 9th-

early 10th century) were found concealed in a massive oblong stone coffer,

measuring 16 ¾′′ long with a slipping lid which was obviously designed for

the safe deposit of the charter. The plates measure 8 ¼′′ x 5 ¼′′ each.39  The

Kankala plates of the Bhan‚ja king Ranabhan‚jadeva (9th century AD) were

discovered while excavating an old tank in 1968 in the village Kankala, only

four miles from Athamallik, in the present Baud district of Orissa.40  The

three inscribed plates with the seal-ring were well preserved in a square-size

heavy stone-box. The plates measure 7 ½′′ x 4 4/5′′ each. The Angul plates

of Sƒa–ntikara of an unknown family (10th century AD) were also found

preserved in a stone casket at the time of discovery.41  Later on some of the

charters of the Imperial Gan
.
gas of the 13-14th centuries were also found

concealed in huge stone boxes. In 1892, when the Kendrapara canal in the

former Cuttack district was being dug, a stone-box was found, 19 or 20 feet

below the surface of the earth, in the village Kendupatana.42  The box which

was 3 feet square with a height of 2 feet, contained three sets of inscribed

copper plates (each set having seven plates) belonging to the Gan
.
ga king

Narasim. hadeva II (1278-1305 AD). The three sets measure 14′′ x 8¾′′, 13′′

x 9¼′′ and 13′′ x 9′′ respectively. This is the heaviest stone-box containing

the plates so far discovered in Orissa. For long the box together with the

plates was preserved in the local temple of Laks.mi
–
na–ra–yan.a. The Alalpur

plates of the same king are also reported to have been preserved in a stone-

box.43  The Kenduli plates of Narasim. hadeva IV of sƒaka. 1305 (1383 AD)

were discovered in a stone case when a tank was excavated in the village of

Kenduli near Balipatana in the Puri district.44  Outside Orissa, the Kalegaon

(Ahmednagar district, Maharashtra) plates of Yadava Maha–deva of 1201 AD

were found inside a stone-box made of two slabs of stone firmly joined

together.45

From the above instances it has been observed that mostly single sets

of copper plate grants were preserved in the stone boxes. The Kendupatana

box which contained three sets belonged to the same ruler and issued to the

same donee, and, therefore, they were kept in a single box. Although there

is no direct evidence to substantiate the argument whether the practice was

in vogue in Orissa prior to the 8-9th century, yet the designations of some of

the officers associated with the execution and preservation of royal charters
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offer an affirmative answer. In the inscriptions of the Mudgalas46  and the

Dattas47 , the responsibility of heating and affixing the royal seal to the

charters (la–n‚chita / ta–pita) was given to the ped.apa–las or ped.apa–lakas.

Ped.apa–la or ped.apa–laka is a local Prakrit variant of Sanskrit pet.apa–la or

pet.apa–laka mentioned in the later Sƒailodbhava48  and Bhauma-Kara records.49

The word literally means the ‘keeper of boxes’, apparently the keeper of the

stone boxes containing copper plate grants. But in actual practice he was

only the keeper of records. Because the empirical evidences suggest that the

stone boxes containing the charters were in the private possession of the

beneficiaries. Further, it may be noted here that the records which mention

ped.apa–la or ped.apa–laka were not found from stone boxes while the plates

which were secured from the stone boxes do not refer to this official

designation.

Thus, normally two methods were followed for preserving the copper

plate grants. The method of preserving the inscribed plates in earthen vessels

was practiced by the beneficiaries or their descendants living in the locality

or localities in which the land grants were made. This was the most popular

method of preserving the plates. The other method was keeping the plates in

stone coffers. The stone boxes were probably prepared under the supervision

of the royal officers and given to the donees at the time of registering the

land grants by means of copper plate charters. It is for this reason we do not

come across charters of different rulers belonging to different ages issued to

different donees concealed together in the same stone cabinet. However, the

interment of single sets of several sets of copper plates in an earthen jar has

a number of possible explanations. Migration of brahmanas from one region

to another for better prospects of livelihood and greater royal patronage was

a common feature in ancient and medieval times. Whenever they permanently

moved out of the locality in which they held the land rights, they preferred

to conceal the charters underground or hand them over to the local temples

for safe custody. Sometimes the beneficiaries or their descendants or relatives

living in close neighbourhood went on pilgrimage to distant sacred places

and they did not return. In such circumstances, the original charters specifying

their claim over the gift land were collected and kept together in earthen

vessels. Besides, internal feuds or quarrels among the donees or their

descendants for the possession of the original charters, as it was likely to

happen in collective land grants, is another important factor for handing
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them over to the temple authorities who in turn deposited all such disputed

charters in earthen jars and concealed them underground.
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